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Abstract: The GMPLS standardization is paving the way for the implementation of new 
configurable traffic engineering (TE) policies for transport networks. This paper 
takes aim at evaluating the effects of using bandwidth-dependent TE metrics in 
a centralized Path Computation System (PCS), suited for handling the routing 
requests in an operational transport network with a GMPLS control plane. The 
results of an intensive testing campaign show an evident improvement in the 
utilization of network resources when such TE metrics are enabled, whatever 
survivability requirement is imposed on the LSP (e.g. classical 1+1 protection, 
pre-planned or On-the-Fly restoration, etc.). Moreover, a simple policy function 
is suggested as a good trade-off between the achievable performance and the 
computing load on CPU. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The international standardization committees (e.g. ITU-T, OIF and IETF) 

are all converging in the design of an integrated network with a common Gen
eralized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) control plane. GMPLS will 
manage all the network data planes [1], providing the required automation in 
the computation, the setup and the recovery of circuits for next-generation Au
tomatically Switched Transport Network (ASON). The core GMPLS architec
ture is based on a set of protocols for routing (e.g. G.OSPF-TE and G.ISIS-
TE), signalling (e.g. G.RSVP-TE) and link management (e.g. LMP) in order 
to manage correctly the separation between the Data Plane and the Control 
Plane. 
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From a routing perspective, the GMPLS extensions provide new informa
tion for circuit computation and they enable configurable traffic engineering 
(TE) policies and new recovery strategies. 

In such a context, this paper takes aim at evaluating the different bandwidth-
dependent TE metrics in a centralized GMPLS Path Computation System (PCS). 
In details. Sec. 2 is focused on the requirements for the PCS in a centralized 
GMPLS network scenario. In Sec. 3 the implemented bandwidth-dependent 
metrics are defined, while some results of an intensive testing campaign are 
shown in Sec. 4, deriving conclusions in Sec. 5. 

2. ROUTING REQUIREMENTS FOR A GMPLS PCS 
Within the GMPLS standardization, traffic engineering (TE) and survivabil

ity are still discussed in terms of high level requirements, though they are fun
damental for load balancing and traffic resiliency. 

Path computation systems for standard IP networks are generally based on 
distributed, fast and simple routing algorithms (e.g. of the Shortest Path First 
class -SPF- [2]), integrated into the routing protocol module. These algorithms 
operate on a graph derived from the real network. The graph contains only 
the routing-capable nodes (a.k.a. vertices) and the links between them (a.k.a. 
edges) with an appropriate link metric. In the GMPLS context, a link connect
ing two ports of neighbouring nodes may consist of more than one consecu
tive physical resource (e.g. fibres), possibly crossing routing incapable devices 
(e.g. regenerators, optical amplifiers, optical mux/demux, etc.). For this reason 
a set of properties is assigned to each link for routing purposes (e.g. TE metric, 
available/used bandwidths, resource colours, SRLG list, inherent protections, 
etc.), transforming the traditional links in traffic engineering links (TE-links). 
A GMPLS path calculator is expected to return Label Switched Paths (LSPs), 
i.e. sequences of nodes, TE-links and labels, which try to match some con
straints derived from the TE information above. Once an LSP is computed, 
it describes univocally a unidirectional or bi-directional connection between a 
source and a destination node. The standard SPF algorithms are not suited for 
such a computation, as they cumulate only the link metric along the graph. A 
modified SPF algorithm is needed, called Constraint-based Shortest Path First 
(CSPF), as routes should be the shortest among those which satisfy the required 
set of constraints [3]. In the GMPLS architecture no specification is available 
for the implementation of a PCS module and no preference can be derived by 
the standards on the choice of a centralized or distributed implementation, in 
spite of the intrinsic distributed approach of the GMPLS control plane. 

The architectural choice we propose in this work is for a PCS module inside 
a centralized network manager (NM), since this solution promises to be the 
most effective for the fiill and flexible management of traffic engineering into 
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the network, as well as for survivability purposes. This feeling is easily sus
tainable above all when operating in a multi-area (or multi-domain) scenario. 
In our implementation the PCS acts as a path computation server for the GM-
PLS network, receiving from the GMPLS Network Elements (NE) the topol
ogy information and the requests for computation across a single- or multi-
area/AS. The LSPs computed by PCS (if any) are communicated to the ingress 
NE and trigger a standard GMPLS signalling session (e.g. via G.RSVP-TE). 
The communications between the NM and the NEs are carried out by means 
of COPS protocol with proper extensions [4]. Focusing on LSP requests with 
survivability requirements [5], we identified three Classes of Recovery (CoR) 
for the LSP requests (e.g. Gold, Silver, Bronze), respectively related to the 
request for LSPs with path protection (e.g. SDH/SONET 1+1), Fast Restora
tion, or On-the-fly restoration [6]. In our PCS different algorithms are used 
for the different CoRs, ranging from optimal implementations (e.g. in case of 
Gold CoR) to the sub-optimal ones (e.g. in case of Silver and Bronze CoR). In 
details, for the Gold CoR we focused on the R.Bhandari's algorithms [8] for 
computing a pair of least cost maximally disjoint paths; these algorithms repre
sent the optimal counterpart to the sub-optimality required for the Silver CoR, 
for which we chose the Two Step Approach (TSA) algorithm. TSA is based on 
a double Dijkstra SPF run and on a simple temporary network transformation 
for avoiding links/nodes of the worker path. The main advantages of such an 
algorithm are in the easiness of implementation and in the limited complexity 
both of the SPF algorithm (e.g. the Dijkstra complexity in our implementation) 
and of the network transformation. Further details on this issue are in [4] and 
[6,7]. 

3. BANDWIDTH-DEPENDENT TE METRICS 
The routing engine inside our PCS module is based on an implementation 

of the Dijkstra SPF algorithm. Constrained SPF computations are obtained 
by adding a TE constraints validation step to the well-known Dijkstra flow [2] 
(e.g. check on the bandwidth availability of the candidate link). Moreover, 
in order to let the algorithm converge towards an optimal SPF solution (e.g. 
between those which satisfy the required TE-constraints), we chose to make 
bandwidth-dependent the link metric minimized during computation, accord
ing to the equation [9]: 

total-Cost = metricstd + metricTE + policyx{bw) (1) 

where metriCstd is the standard OSPF link metric, metricTE is the GMPLS 
metric for TE purposes, bw is the allocated bandwidth on the TE-link and 
policyx (1 < X < 2) is a proper traffic engineering function designed to bal
ance the traffic load (e.g. bandwidth consumption) in the topology. 
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The policy functions we define for this work are detailed in Eq. 4 and Eq. 
5, where bwfree is the free bandwidth, while bwth is a threshold with respect 
to the total bandwidth (bwtot) of the TE-link. The constants K and t are re
spectively a resource cost per xinit and a smoothing factor of the overall TE 
function. 
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Figure 1. Policy functions (a) and effect of the smoothing factor t in policy2 (b). 

These policy functions increase the total cost of the link as allocated band
width increases, in order to avoid the overloading of the link and the resulting 
network congestion. 
The policyi function has been designed in order to discourage the link picking 
as the available bandwidth decreases on it. 
The policy2 function has been conceived with the same aims, but with a further 
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requirement on the timability of its behaviour when increasing the cost of the 
TE-Hnk. Indeed, policy2 increases the link cost less than policyi till the refer
ence bandwidth of bwikf^, encouraging LSP to pick resources on it; when the 
bwth/'^ is reached, a "tunable" trend is configurable (ref Figure 1-b) depend
ing on the value of the smoothing factor, encouraging or discouraging the link 
picking more or less than policyi • Moreover, an extra cost is assigned to totally 
free TE-links (i.e. 5 • i^) in order to discourage their utilization in presence of 
just used links: this allows to fill up the most of the TE-links in a balanced 
way, bounding the number of used links and the need for their installation (i.e. 
a kind of feedback to the network planning). 

4. PERFORMANCE STUDIES 
In this section the performance of the different bandwidth-dependent TE 

metrics proposed in Sec. 3 is evaluated. The computational environment for 
all the tests is based on an Intel Celeron 500MHz PC with Linux Slackware 
8.1 OS. Measures have been collected on different topologies with increasing 
meshing degrees (ref Figure 2 and 3). 

(c) 

Figure 2. Test topologies: (a) interconnected rings; (b) Italian; (c) NSFNET. 
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Figure 3. Manhattan topologies: (a) simple; (b) half-meshed; (c)meshed. 

All these topologies have been modelled with generic nodes, configurable as 
SDH 4/4 Cross-Connects. Nodes have been assumed to be fully connectable, 
i.e. any of their ingress port may be cross-connected to an egress one. Ad
jacent nodes have been connected by a TE-link with random values for its 
TE-information (e.g. TE metric, available/used bandwidths, resource colours, 
SRLG list, etc.). All the TE-links have been assumed bi-directional and each 
configured with 4 STM-64 ports VC4-multiplexed. A large number of LSP 
computations (req.path) have been requested on each topology (e.g. up to a 
connection request from each node towards all the others), trying to establish 
an overloading condition for the algorithm operations. All the requests have 
been configured for bi-directional LSPs, with four possible values for the band
width: 

- VC4 @ 139 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 95.5% of reqjpath); 
- VC4-4C @ 556 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 3.0% of reqjpath); 
- VC4-16c @ 2224 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 1.0% of reqjpath); 
- VC4-64C @ 8896 Mbit/s ca. (e.g. 0.5% of reqjpath). 

For each topology have been observed: the number of computed LSPs 
(comp.path), the mean TE-link usage percentage {link-utilization) and the 
number of totally disjoint pairs of LSPs {disjoint) in case of LSP requests 
with recovery requirements. 

Table 1. Gain in Link Utilization adopting the new TE policies. 

Bronze CoR Silver CoR Gold CoR 

po/2cyi vs. no_policy +2.66% +0.76% +1.75% 

policy2 vs. no-policy +2.75% +0.80% +2.01% 

The results in Table 1 show that higher link utilization are achieved when 
policyi or policy2 are used. This behaviour is much evident in topologies 
with lower meshing degrees, which are the common case for currently opera-
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Figure 4. GPF at different TE policies (a) for Silver CoR; (b) for Gold CoR. 

Table 2. GPF gain adopting the new TE policies. 

Silver CoR Gold CoR 

policyi vs. no_policy +2.86% +5.28% 

policy2 vs. no-policy +2.49%) +4.01%) 

tive networks. However, the advanteges of using TE policies are related to the 
optimality of the algorithm adopted for path computation: indeed, when a sub-
optimal strategy is used (e.g. TSA in case of Silver CoR), TE enhancements 
are lower, due to the worst resource picking; this behaviour is not observed in 
case of optimal algorithms (e.g. Bhandari's for Gold CoR). In order to sum
marize the performance for the different CoRs, a Global Performance Factor 
(GPF) has been defined as: 

GPF = 
disjoint compjpath 
reqjpath reqjpath (6) 

in which the first term is related to the algorithm's effectiveness in creating 
maximally disjoint paths, while the latter term represents the algorithm's ef
fectiveness in computing valid paths, according to the resource availability on 
TE links. In Figure 4 the GPF is drawn at the different meshing degrees, show
ing a mean higher performance in case of utilization of the TE policies, both 
for Gold and for Silver CoRs (ref Table 2 for numerical details). However, 
the advantages of defining complex TE policies (ref. Eq. 5) do not pay for 
the introduced load on CPU, as demonstrated by the improvement in link uti
lization of less than 0.25% and by the worsening of the GPF value obtained 
when using policy2 w.r.t. policyi. Therefore, a simple policy function such 
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as the one described in Eq. 4 is suitable and effective for a good tradeoff be
tween the achievable performance (i.e. in terms of load balancing and blocking 
probability of the restoration) and the computational load on the CPU. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper the effects of using different bandwidth-dependent TE metrics 

in a centralized GMPLS PCS have been evaluated. The results shown above 
highlight how an improvement in the utilization of the network resources is 
always achievable when applying TE policies in path computation, whatever 
CoR is required. However, from the same tests we derive as a general re
sult for different topologies at different meshing degrees, that the definition 
of fine-grain TE policies do not pay for the achieved performace enhancment, 
degraded also by the additional CPU load. Further investigations are ongoing 
to study the performance of a fine TE tuning in a fixed GMPLS topology with 
real expected traffic loads. 
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